rex-cut abrasives
Fillet welds are structural, so it’s important not to
remove too much of the weld when finishing. Instead,
a fillet weld should be reshaped into a radius through
blending. Rex-Cut’s Type 27 blending wheel helps
fabricators blend fillet welds quickly while keeping the
integrity of the weld intact. This versatile wheel allows
the user to create a true radius shape. It comes in
4 1/2-, 5- and 7-inch sizes with A36 and A54 grits.
www.rexcut.com

mighty tie
Cord Control by Mighty helps keep job
sites safe and organized by suspending temporary power cords above the
ground. Cord Control systems by Mighty
fasten extension cords to strut or directly
to a wall to eliminate trip hazards. They
are available in two sizes for temporary
power and extension cords.
www.mightynow.com

metabo
Metabo’s new high-torque
SSW 650 1/2-inch corded impact
wrench claims the best power-toweight ratio in its class. Weighing
in at only 6.6 pounds, the SSW
650 produces an impressive
450 foot-pounds of continuous
torque. The 1/2-inch spindle
features a detention pin, making
this tool particularly well-suited for
industrial applications. The SSW
650 features 3.1 amps/650 watts
of power with a maximum speed
2,100 rpm and an impact rating
of 2,800 ipm.
www.metabousa.com

rockler
Rockler Woodworking and Hardware
has introduced a new heavy-duty F-style
bar clamp that delivers exceptional power,
makes clamping faster and easier — and
comes with a lifetime guarantee. Developed
in partnership with Piher, a Spanish clamp
maker known for quality, the Rockler piston
clamp incorporates an enclosed, doublethreaded piston-style mechanism. It comes
in 16-, 24- and 32-inch versions.
www.rockler.com

walter surface
technologies
Walter’s new Zip Titan and
Chopcut Titan cutting discs are
specifically designed for cutting titanium and
brass with exceptional efficiency. Their unique
silicon-carbide based formulation prevents the
materials being cut from overheating.

bora tool
BORA Tool introduces the MiteriX angle
measuring and duplicator tool to create
precisely measured angles. It precisely
measures angles, and then locks the angle,
even splits in half to transfer that exact angle
to a miter saw. It measures internal or external angles from 0 to 180 degrees or miter
angle from 0 to 90 degrees. It is collapsible
and foldable for easy storage in a tool box
and carries a lifetime warranty.
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www.boratool.com

www.walter.com

coxreels
Coxreels is proud to announce the new Brawny option
available for most 100 Series hose reels. The new Brawny
feature is an option that adds strength to the drum,
minimizing potential damage under increased or pulsing
pressure usage. By adding the additional strength to the
drum, these professional-grade reels are better prepared
to tackle the toughest jobs in the industry.
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arrow fastener
The Arrow T50DCD cordless
electric staple gun has a unique
design with a built-in 3.6-volt
Lithium-ion battery that delivers
500 full-power shots on every full
charge. This is up to 25 percent
more shots than competitive
products with 3.6-volt Lithium-ion
batteries (which are only available outside the U.S.). The tool
is lightweight with an ergonomic
comfort grip that, combined with its
cordless operation, provides ease
of use and convenience.
www.arrowfastener.com
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